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Current issues
Above: Lorge blocks of ice formed a dam in front of footbridge near
Stephens-Whitney.
.
Above right: Tim Hort, manager of Barto, aided CWU maintenance
crews in sandbagging the Ganges as it threatened the BArto lounge.
Right: Ten inches of water stood in the patio behind sparks, as well
as in the lounge itself.
·
Below: Most of the runoff frem q1mpus made its way to Eighth Ave.
where motorists found themselves in up to a foot of water.

Photos and. te.xt by Mike Metzler

Plecis~ trelease ..me,

let m.e :flow
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By CAROLYN LEHMANN

1'·,

couldn't · imagine the river it wasn't untilthe water was turn- anyway, as Pete Van Nimen, an · had not been seen for nearly 10
News Editor
'flooQiilg. 1' .' ·
ed. off up above tt~at the drains LGA at Meisner, foµn<J out when 1he \· years, citing a similar episode in
1At1.:'15 ~~~., 10 students huddled
could be effective. At 7 a.m., "S<>- roused one, slumbering .student. '~1' 1, 1 1972. .
Water.
. inthe obter 1~obby of Quigley, som~ "·meone shut the water off ~nd then "go, 'Bob, I need :to bort?w · yolir' t: "ijQllister didn't kno~ the exte~t
Lots of it.
,· , . 1
-w~app!i?<lfo .lbJankets, some sipping it · went , away ' immediately,'' boots. Our lobby hijs about ia fo,Clt- · of the· damages caused by the1
Serenely filling t~e l()bl>ies of ho(~tihks~ ! all. contemplating the, ;Jackson sa'id.
'~ '
I' : '
a~d,.a-half ' of wat~r ' in ' ~~(' " ~~n·" ' flood;i1 he told the Crier ,Mon,d~, '
. ,
·
. . . ,. .. .' · .Nunen recalled. '•'He· go.es· ifme~ . b t "
· 1 ·t d th t ·t · uldn't '
Beck, Meisner'·Quigfov and Sparks · malingeriqg menace in their lo~
"by· ... ·.·
'
·
Thenver's. earlys1gnsofr1smg , .· ,
.
. · .
.
:. ,· ·
.. u ..s~ecuae,
a 1 .wo , ;. ·
·halls Sunday mornllig.-'.· ·
· ·. 1 ,
·
· . •
. .f
. . ; · · . " .theY. re .over. m ,the ·corner, and " come to more . than some dirty
. . ..
.
, ; .. .
. turney to s1g~s o upnsu'lg- near ,l · "go~ back to sleep.," .
, . , ', '
·· · ·
·
· ·
·"lt-couldi hav~ been avo1ded ,IJ'. " a.m,, wben tl;le 'first' tr.icklets of ' ·
.
' . : , ,·
, ·,·
drapes, s:oak~d carpetmg and
. Wa~r· from' the Ganges 'when
cll,unk.s of ice blodked its flow, pro- they .had. :,openeq , up the' flood'. . water dr~bbled ill: By 5-k:m., lob-- , Sleep was somethip'g ' th~t dampen~d : furmture.,
mpting the excess to ooze over the' ' 'gittes,,, the same 'studefli~ ruefully I " bi es of ail four ~ffoc,ted residenc~ escaped. a crew of maintenance'
.All four hall,s cleared out the furfrozen ground and into the Basset- remarked ,· lat~r. The drai~s: .·had · halls sported 10 inc'f1e·s 1of liqwd. , . m~n sent to p~p ·out, bai~ out ot : mture .before .the full .torrent of ~he
tis.been blocked with ic'e a~d 1 snow, carpeting.
splosh around in the chocolately- floo~, accordm.g _to th~ respe?tive
&he said, hence allowirig th~ water
Most of the residentst, however, tfoted fluid, which was forming managers. ~piano ~h~ch Meisner
While the resident$ of the Flood- to build up to wading pr<}portions. slumbered on peacefully, unless . Insta-Swim Pools in not only th~ LGA ,van Nunen estimated· to be
ed Four lay sleeping, their silent The river had shown sighs.of rising they happened to be managers or residence halls, but the grounds of, wo~th $300 wa~ one of ' ~he more
visitor slunk in, trickle by trickle, the night before, another. student LGA's. Mary Combs, manager of Barto, the parking lot nearest the serious casualties resultmg from
'until it c.overed
average of 10 to added.
.
. .
. . Meisner, discovered the arrival of . Bassettis and the trailer courts as the War of the Water.
·· :
·
well.
By late Sunday afternoon, the
14 inches of the hall lobbies.
The problem, how~ver,. w~s · not her newest .resident .shortly after . . .
voiceless visitor · had slithered
1
. ."One of our ·residents fell asleep in the flood drains, ' according to ' ~ne,, and a.t.7:3~ w~~t r~stling ab;~t, , ; : Sleep was also something that down the by-now cleared drains,
0
on the.couch and woke up with the Red Jackson, maintenancesuperer room m Qt er
e aroun
·escaped Housing Director Jim . gushing delightedly past the trailer
water/' a stlid~nt fr::om Quigley viser,, but in the irrigati~h ditch ~~~ peo~le ~ow~ :1d, ,tell them, Hollister, who partook in a Sunday courts and gurgling through the
said. .''Actually, I thought someone · itself. ~ "The drains jusf.couldn't
ey re no ··gomg 0 e.
swim around 8 a.m .. Hollister said streets of Ellensblirg.
· left the .sink ori or something. I handle all that water,'' he said,' and '
The residents were pr~tty calm, tha~ ·such a fl<>oding of the river
Water.
i
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-T ake that
By MATT McGILLEN
Editor

And you thought the
hard part was over
GOOD AND BAD NEWS DEPT. Just when it seemed that all this
unsettling budget cut nonsense might be faced, dealt with and put away
for a time, John-Boy in the governor's house pulls another dagger out of
his cloak. Because of the increasingly poor financial condition of the
state, Mr. Spellman has seen fit to ask all us higher education-types to
prepare for another cut of about 5 percent. The hit list is due April 11.
Rumor has it that it's all a scare tactic, though, meant to send the
legislators scurrying for cover, since they didn't enhance their 'selfimage much at last November's special session.
Scare tactic or not, the bottom line is this: there ain't no more
"things" to cut, only people. Roughly 50 faculty will go by the wayside if
worst comes to worst, and the latest proposed cut becomes a reality.
The good news? There isn't any, I just wanted to get your attention.
THEN LIE DOWN AND QUIT DEPT. According to reports we got,
the faculty of Hebeler School decided not to raise a ruckus (at least not
on the pages of the Crier) about the closure of the experimentalresearch facility that has been with Central since it's inception. For the
good of the children, they said.
Well, where is the good for the children if they see grown ups unwilling to fight for the things they believe in? What kind of an example does
that set? Not. a very good one, I'd say. I may not agree with a person's
ideas, but I certainly will respect his courage to stand up and fight for
them.
A coward dies a thousand deaths, but the brave man dies just once.
KEEP THOSE CARDS AND LETTERS COMING DEPT. After my
little exercise in pre-sorted humor, I thought that at least a few of you
would drop me a line. Only one brave chap (see page five) had the intestinal fortitude to take me to task.
But alas, although I admire his courage, he appears to be an unworthy
opponent. Either that or he was asleep all last quarter and missed the
time I threw rocks at the BOD, wrestled with these nasty budget cuts,
attacked the SUB movie theatre (it barely got away), hung around with
that free-swinging Fred and tackled all the other big issues that rear
there hard-hitting heads in the thriving metropolis of Ellensburg.
Give me a break, Hank. (Besides, you spell as pourly as I do)
STAND UP AND CHEER DEPT. Because someone somewhere was
willing·to fight for what they believed, Kathleen Morris has her job today. And she'll have it tomorrow, too. Morris was slated to get the axe
from the counseling center, but perseverance (ruckus?) had its reward.
·
Hebeler, are you listening'?
AND THEN THERE WAS ONE DEPT. If you didn't -know that Dean
Nicholson, head of Central's basketball for the last 18 years, is closing in
on his 400th career college basketball victory, the you must have been
spending your time with Hank.
After Tuesday night's 79-58 romp over Seattle University, the
Wildcats can hand Dean his 400th Saturday night in Nicholson Pavilion.
If they can beat the Eastern Eagles, long-time arch-rival of CWU.
I can think of nothing more fitting than for the win to come against the
Eagles. After playing in the same conference with Central for years,
those upstarts decided to jump up to NCAA Division II (the Wildcats
play in the NAIA). Considering what they did to us last year (Centrals'
worst defeat in 22 years), I hope we beat them by a 100 points.
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Moral MajQrity just
democracy in action
check and balance. It's the way the
system works. Even the president
can't make a decision without a
check from someone to see that he
If you compare today's society
with that of 30 years ago, you'll keeps in line. Historically, no
find that the morals of this country moverp.ent can go untouched or unhave taken quite a dive. You don't challenged. None it seems, except
have to a history major to realize that unseen transit system c·alled
just how much things have chang- decaying moral values. Up to now
it's been free to roam as it pleases
ed.
Immorality,
and
more without a check from anybody,
specifically, anti-Christian values darting in and out of every brain in
have been sweeping this naion, . the country. And, we~l, that's just
seeping into every part of our lives. plain unAmerican.
But out of nowhere, like the
Whether we realize it or not,
Satanic values are now an every- calvary, comes the All-American
day part of every child born in crack-back block, this time in the
America. These values are like a · name of the Moral Majority. No
freight train racing through the na- one up to now has been able to even
tion with the velocity of an ex- phase the immoral spread. But
now we have something that is so
ponetial distribution.
In America, when a movement influential and has so much
such as this begins to pick up strength that it's causing the
steam, it's the American way that average sinner to gnash his teeth
there will be and should be and scream bloody murder in fear
something to slow it down. When that his 'ol wicked ways will be
the ERA movement began, there reformed.
The Moral Majority is not a
were organizations formed to meet
it. The Happy Housewives of Christian group trying to spread
America, or whatever, threw a Christianity. It is simply a political
stumbling block in the path of movement using no-holds-barred
those screaming abortionists in tactics to get what it wants. In
other words, they're using the
curlers.
same
weapons that their enemy,
Everything in this country has a
By JASON OTTO

Of the Campus Crier
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the immorality, has been using:
political law-producing power.
It makes absolutely no difference whether you agree with the
Moral Mojority's views or not. The
individual issues aren't important
here, it's the overall objective that
matters.
If you're against the Moral Majority, then you're probably either
living an unchristian to begin with,
or you don't understand
democracy in action.

Letter policy
The Campus Crier welcomes your letters to the editor.
·
Please keep them less than 150
words, and type them double spaced.
Phrase them as though they' re written
to the editor, rather than the reader.
All letters must be signed and include
your address and phone number. Phone
numbers will not be published. They are
necessary for verification purposes only. The Crier will not print letters it can
not verify.
·
Letters become property of the Campus Crier and we reserve the right to
shorten and edit them for clarity.
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GPA increased for
Education majors
Of . the 149 students student
teaching this quarter, only 5 percent would have been denied certification because of the new requirements. Habib said most
students are already getting above
2.5 and this action would only formalize the requirement.

By TAMMY FAHSHOLTZ
Of the Campus Crier

Johnny and Mary aren't the only
ones who can't read and write at
the level they should be.
"There is a national concern that
teachers cannot communicate effectively with their students," according to Jimmie Applegate, dean
of professional studies. Because of
this concern, Central's Teacher
Education Council raised the
minimum GPA for the major and
set a requirement for the minor
needed to receive certification for
student teaching.
Beginning fall quarter 1982,
students entering the Teacher
Education Program will be required to maintain a minimum 2.5
GPA in both the major and minor
before they will be allowed to student teach.
Helmi Habib, chairman of the
Teacher Education council, said
that before this action was taken, a
student could have had a 1.0 GPA
in the minor and still be able to student teach in an elementary or
high school.
Habib explained that this situation prompted discussion among
council members, who then decided to ask all deparments offering
an education major or minor to
raise the minimum GPA requirment from 2.25 to 2.5. All but t:wo
deparments supported the proposal.
The council then recommended
the action to Applegate who accepted and supported the move.
"Personally," Applegate said,
"I think the action is long overdue
and I would like to see the GP A
even higher.
''. . . Teachers fill such a vital
role in society, and it is our responsibility to take any and all action
necessary to see that we graduate
only quality educators."
Habib said he would also like to
see the GP A raised to at least the
campus average, which is between
2.75 and 3.0. " I don't think it should
• be set at 3.0," he said, "because
not all professors grade on the
same scale."

IS it?

From page one

possible impact resulting from
such cuts.
"It will give them (the
legislature) information on the
range of things that would be impacted and some sense of the
magnitude," Garrity said.
Garrity said he didn't know
whether the legislature would accept the governor's across-theboard mandate or whether they
would seek alternative methods to
decrease the deficit.
"There is a lot of talk in opposition on any move that would raise
taxes," Garrity added.
"At this point I am not terribly
optimistic that we will get off
without something more. I would
not ·want to bet that they'll (the
legislature) raise $160 million but I hope I'm wrong."
Garrity said he believes
regardless of what legislative action might be taken, the university
will still get the additional cut, but
he hopes it will be less than the 5.2
percent.
"I would anticipate there will be
some softening on it,'' he said. ''I
can't imagine they'll just let this go
ahead.''

In addition to raising the GPA,
the council is considering other
measures, one of which is raising
the minimum scores required to
pass the Teacher Education Program admissions test.
Currently, the admission exam
tests for competency in reading,
English usage, spelling and math.
With the exception of the math, all
portions of the test must be passed
by 70 percent. Raising the math
from 58 percent to 70 percent is one
move being considered.
Other items reviewed include an
exit competency test and modification of the teacher education program.
"Raising the test scores and the
GPA are only partial answers to
the problem," Applegate said.
"More has got to be done."

.
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Administration above across-the-board cuts?
To the editor

ding rise in the demands on these
positions.
I feel that it would be only fair
and just for all administration
· level positions to take a cut in
wages an benefits equal to those
imposed upon faculty members.
Furthermore, I feel that it should
be president Garrity's honor and

Thank you Mr. Hammond and
Mr. Yee. If it were not for the article in last week's Crier (Jan. 21
issue) concerning your letter to
Central president Garrity, I probably would not have known that
those "across-the-board" cuts did
not include those "above" the
board.
It was during the rapid growth
years of the late 60s that several of To the ~ditor:
the administration level positions
at CWU were formed. At the time
I'm not up on the latest jourthey were probably needed, but nalistic lingo, but it seems that
enrollment peaked long ago until there are two basic types of news.
today we're about even with where First there is "hard" news of the
we were before these positions informative kind, such as the arwere created.
ticles on the front of the January
Coupled with the fact that ad- Criers. Then there is the lighter
ministration level positions have news, such as that found in the Arts
their pay raises calculated dif- and Entertainment sections.
ferently than faculty members
I have always been under the im(faculty members have their pay pression that the editorial section
increases tied to their base pay, fell into the hard news category.
while administrators have their in- But then, when I open to the
creases figured upon their current editorial section what do I find?
salary), anyone can see that ad- Not a well thought out, hard-hitting
ministration is diverting more and editorial, but rather an article
more of the university's funds that's · more of an excercise in
towards itself without a correspon- 1 creativity than anything else.

"Take That"

privilege to lead the way.
Allen Sullivan
Ellensburg
Editors note: According to state low it is a
breach of contract for foculty or administration to be reduced in pay, voluntarily or by
decree.

Matt!
Editorials are usually a response
to a current issue. Being the editor
of the Crier you are in a position to
have an influence on our environment. We could use that around
here sometimes. Your colwnn is
an important one.
Your colwnn says "Take That".
It's there every Thursday morning
at the top of page four. At a glance,
I would say that "Take That" gives
the impression of an editorial that
has punch, one that speaks up to
something. So far, you haven't said
"Take That" to anyone or
anything, so I am going to take the
first step. "Take That" - Matt!
Hank Palmer
Student Village
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Blood drive
nears quota

Out to lunch
By CINDY PHIPPS
,Qf

Aloha, Heidi

the Campus Crier

come to an end. (Who said
that?)
It seems we found more
than suntans and hangovers
on our holiday in Hawaii. She
found a job (the rat) and the
end of the month will once
again find her on that plane,
wings flexing and all, heading
into the horizon of a new phase
of our lives.
I don't mean to get so
philosphically sentimental
about this whole thing. We are
both mature adults who can
make decisions for ourselves
and know they are right. We
are both old enough to be
brave enough to stand on own.
And in light of those
statements, I have only one
question: WHAT'S GOING TO
HAPPEN TO ME? Am I to be
left behind like an empty can
of pork and beans at a picnic?
Okay, so I'm fee ling sorry

At the risk of sounding like
the opening of a soap opera, I
would like to say that time is
forever - that is what poets
would have us believe,
anyway. Of course anyone
who has ever had an eight
o'clock class has probably
come to the same conclusion.
But we mortals section off
this endless commodity into
seperate units· by which we
run our lives. Fifty minutes. A
month. Four years.
It has been four years since
I ·packed my toothbrush and
pup, kissed my family goodbye and set out on the adventure of broading my education
only to find I had a new family. Four years since I started
sharing everything from
macaroni and cheese to an
angora sweater with that one
person, my roommate.
But all good things must

for my&elf. But who wouldn't?
Besides losing a major
source of material for this column, there will also be no
T.V., popcorn popper or second wardrobe to leaf through ·
in the morning.
Who will keep me posted on
General Hospital, give me dirty looks when I pop my
knuckles or be understanding
of my irrational behavior?
I hate to admit it, but there
have been mornings that have
found me in such an unflattering light that if it hadn't been
for her, I would have
wandered off to class with a
price tag still dangling off my
sleeve or toilet paper stuck to
my shoe.
We have had great fun and
laughter and certainly more
than our share of drunken
bruises. But it all hasn't been
one big pajama party. There

By DIA WHITNEY
Of the Campus Crier

Central has drawn a healthy
bond with vampires since the
1950's. However, the blood guzzlers
are not
harmful fiends, but
members of the Colwnbia River
Red Cross Center, out to save lives.
According to Dave Berthon,
director of Donor Resources at the
Center in Yakima, Central began
regular blood drawings "as a
result of the Korean .War. It was
literally a bloody war."
Central's first blood drive was
Feb. 16, 1953, netting 323 pints with
a quota of 200, Berthon said.
The outcome of next year's
drawing was also outstanding,
with a total of 338 pints collected.
Since the 50's, Berthon said, Central has consistently come close to
or exceeded the quotas with donations around the 150-200 mark. The
school has . participated in the
drawings once a year since 1953
and once a quarter since 1965.
"Central is probably the nwnber
om· collection site in the entire
(Cdumbia Basin) region," Berthon said.
Last Thursday's Jan. 21 blood
drive was no exception, netting 135
pints ·- just 25 short of the 160 pint
goal, Berthon said.

have been times when we
bored each other to tears. Or
was it a broken heart we were
trying to console.?
Should I tell her not to take
any wooden nickels or to
beware of smooth-talking
charmers? Probably not. I
guess this is part of the education I was so insistent I go in
search .of.
It's little wonder I'm having
such a hard time saying goodbye to four of the best years of
my life (not to mention her
stereo). But we knew it would
come.
And ; what has it been for?
Maybe someday all this
madness will make some '
sense. I would pick the moon's
pockets if I knew it had all the
answers, but you and I both
know that people, like love,
can never be forced to stay.
Aloha, ·Heidi. ·

Get well Zoe
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Position
reinstated
One person who won't be looking
for a job
because of the
budget cuts is Kathleen Morris.
Morris; an eight-year veteran at
Central's Counseling Center, was
slated to be cut from the center as
a result of the 6.3 percent budget
reductions ordered by the state
legislature.
According to Faculty Senate
Chairman Rosco Tolman, the position held by Morris has been
reinstated in a revised proposal.
"We decided it was a mistake to
cut it," Tolman said. "We received
a lot of input in favor of keeping the
position."

G

NEW ARRIVALS
OF PRINTS
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Nicholson shoots for No. 400

'Cats host Eastern Friday
-

J

A capacity crowd is expected at baskets at the other end. "If we
Nicholson Pavilion Friday when shoot better they'll be taking the
Central plays host to, arch-rival ball out underneath the basket
Eastern Washington in men's more and have less opportunities
basketball action.
to beat us down the court,"
But there's more to this game Nicholson said.
than the rivalry that dates back to
Eastern currently boasts an 11-5
1904. A win would give CWU coach record, but host Lewis-Clark State
Dean Nicholson 400 career vic- (Idaho) tonight (Thursday).
tories. Currently ·only 12 active
Saturday the 'Cats travel to
NAIA coaches have won 400 or Lewiston, Idaho to take on the L-C
more games.
State Warriors. Central was a 72-49
In the first meeting of these two victor in their meeting in
teams this season the Eagles beat Ellensburg earlier this season. The
the Wildcats 74-60. "They are a Wildcats led by just one point
good team and they played very before outscoring L-C 24-4 in the
well against us in Cheney,'' final eight minutes.
Nicholson said. "But I'm convincTwice in the last four years L-C
ed we can do a better job than we State has beaten Central in
did at Cheney."
Lewiston, including a 75-59 victory
"We have to shoot better and last winter.
play a better transition game,'' the
"They are a very patient team.
18-year veteran coach said.
They keep their poise and play
Central shot a season low 31 per- good defense," Nicholson said.
cent against Eastern in its last "Lewiston has bee11 a tough place
game and gave up several easy for us to play."

Central 59, Western 60
A near-capacity crowd turned
out in Bellingham to see what
hasn't happened there for several
years - their Western Washington
Vikings beat the Central
Washington Wildcats in NAIA
District I basketball action.
The Wildcat's, who have had problems winning on the road all
season, found that Western was no
different. The result was a 60-59
come-from-behind victory on the
part of the Vikings.
After boasting a 12-point lead at
one point in the second half, the
'Cats began to lose their patients.
But the big turnaround was a fourpoint play that took place with five
minutes to go.
With Central up by seven (55-48),
Roger Anderson hit a 17 foot
jumper for two, while Central's
Scott Tri was whistled for a foul inside. Larry Wilson converted both
ends of a one-and-one and Western
had narrowed the margin to three.
Central then recovered the ball,
turned it over and only moments
later the game was tied at 55-55
with 2:30 remaining.

Tri put his team back on top,
making one of two free throws.
Anderson's bucket gave Western
its first lead of the second half.
Rick Wills added a free throw to
stretch the Vikings' lead to two
·
with 37 seconds left.
Central had an opportunity to
knot the game with nine seconds
remaining but David Williams
missed the second of two free
throws. On the rebound, Wildcat
forward Steve Pudists followed a
scurry under the hoop as he took a
feed inside and hit a layup. But the
basket was nullified by a· controversial foul call against Dale
Daniels.
Clayborne Henry then sank two
free throws to clinch the win for
Western.
Reserve John Holtmann led Central's scoring attack with 18,
followed by David Williams with
14; Dale Daniels with 13 and Steve
Pudists with 12.
"We have some ability on this
team," Nicholson said. "But we're
not playing very smart basketball.
That's probably my fault."

Photo by Chuck Strom

Shall we dance?

Central' s David Williams takes John McCoy of Lewis-Clark State for a quick "two-step" in District I
basketball action at Nicholson Pavilion Jan. 14. The Wildcats beat the Warriors 75-59, but travel to Lewiston
for another contest with L-C Saturday.

Central 79, Seattle 58
A following van, containing the
rest of the team was knocked into a
snow bank by the same truck. No
one was injured in either accident,
but the car was left on the pass and
the trip continued.
In the game, David Williams
took scoring honors with 22 points
and seven rebounds, followed by
Scott Tri with 15 points ( 6-for-9
from the field) and Dale Daniels
Only $1.50 at the University Store
with 10•
As a team the Wildcats shot ~
or Copper Katt1a Restaurant
30-for~58 from the field and
19-for-36 from the line. Seattle hit
24-of..M, att~mpts from ., .the ·floor
C'l' Ms. f ro'm:
so
io
W,i ldcat
II ,Scholorshtp Fund·
'~
1.~
and 10..of-12 from .the line. Cootn;;}
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Despite a 79-58 victory, the
Wildcat's trip to Seattle University
Tuesday was anything but a pleasant one.
According to sketchy reports
available late Tuesday night, two
Central vehicles on the way to the
game were involved in accidents
approximately 15 miles east of the
Snoqualmie Pass summit.
Exact details were not available
before press time, however early
.reports indicate a car driven by
Coach Dean Nicholson and containing players Sc~tt -- ~rdwell,
.Keith Bragg an~ Jphn·· Holtmann
· bumped into a 'semi, went out of .

Let Dean see your support by
wearing a "Dean Button" at
Friday's game with Eastern
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Jeff Walker
By RICHARD MATTHEWS
Of the Campus Crier

After a 22-month layoff from
swimming, former NAIA national
champion Jeff Walker returned to
his favorite watering hole.
Last Friday, in only his second
meet since returning to Central, .
Walker stepped into the Kittitas
Valley Memorial Pool in a dual
meet against the University of
Idaho and aided Central in a convincing win.
Walker, the 1980 50 yard
freestyle champion, won the 50
meter free, anchored the winning
400 free relay and swam the butterfly leg of the 400 medley relay.
The medley team qualifed five
seconds under the national qualifying time.
''Jeff is one-of the -most talented
swimmers I've ever had in the
sprint division," said coach Bob
Gregson.
"It is comforting to know that
when he goes into an event, it'll be
a first or he'll be in the hunt to
finish big,'' Gregson said.
Walker has been finishing big
ever since he began swimming at
the age of 11. He attributes this to
"natural ability." and the fact
"swimming is fun for me - it hf{s
to be."
After winning the national championship, swimming was no longer
"fun" for Walker and it prompted
him to sit out for 22 months.
Grades and money were <hSO factors in his decision not to swim.
During those 22 months Walker
said he never swam. He only jogged three times a week to keep in
shape.
"Many swimmers start so young
that by the time they get my age
they are burned out. I wasn't burned out, just tired," he admitted.
Walker plans · to major in
business at Central and during his
layoff he worked for Ernst in the
nursery department, gaining what
he terms valuable experience.
_"Working a1\Ernst.provided me
with the opportumty to gain
knowledge in the business world,"
he said.

Walker really appears to have .
his priorities together. "I'm here
for school. My education is first,
then comes swimming," he said.
In in the individual sport of
swimming, Walker does not forget
the team concept.
"It's nothing that I or any one
swimmer does that makes our
team, it's the work of everybody,"
he said.
"There is a lot of team spirit we spend a lot of time together.
And it's the team that makes me,"
he added.
"It's really nice to have a swimmer like Jeff on the team,"
Gregson said. "He motivates other
people to do well and he's a real
competitor."
As a high school junior at
Longview's Mark Morris High
School, he was the 50 and 100 yard
freestyle state champion and as a
senior he set a state record of 20.97
in winning the 50. Walker is proud
that record stands to this day.
- Upon graduation he attended
Shoreline Community College
while redshirting for the University of Washington's swim team. His
two brothers, who had attenden
Central and Brian Magnusson, a
nationally recognized swimmer
who was already here, encouraged
him to give CWU a try.
"I haven't regretted coming tu
Central and the competition in the
NAIA is just right for me; not like
the NCAA where the swimmers
are so much beter,'' Walker said.
As important as swimming to
Walker, he also enjoys other sports
and is currently playing on an intramural basketball team. His
other love is music, he plays percussion instrwnents, drwns and-is
always seen with his cassette
player and headphones.
"Good friends, music and occassional parties let a person
unwind,'' he said.
Success this year will come to
Walker if he repeats as national
freestyle champion and if he's happy.
"If you're not happy in what
you're doing, you won't be successful." he claims.

Former national champion
returns to CWU swim team ·
I

Photo by Chuck Strom

JEFF WALKER
'

.

If you're not happy in what you're doing, you won't be successful."
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Swimming
Leak, Walker lead Wildcat men
By ALAN ANDERSON
Sports Editor

The University of Idaho men's
swim team did something last year
they hadn't done in 10 years
previous, they beat Central
Washington. Last Friday they
· came to town with hopes of extending their · win streak to two. The
Wildcats, however, had something
a little different in mind.
The 'Cats evenged last year's
22-point loss with a 67-46 victory
over the Vandals at the Kittitas
Valley Memorial Pool.
Swims by Jeff Leak and Jeff
Walker highlighted the meet, as
both men qualified for post-season,
national competion.
Leak turned in , a 2:19.45 200
meter backstroke time to earn his
second national qualifier this year.
He qualified in the 100 back earlier
in the season. "I'm very pleased,"
Coach Bob Gregson said. "He's doing a real good job for us.
Walker, the 1980 NAIA national
champion in the 50-yard freestyle
and national runnerup in the 100
freestyle, turned in a strong national qualifying time of 24.1 on his
way to a victory in the 50 free.
Walker's qualification, his first
since rejoining the Central squad
after a 22-month layoff, gained
praise from the CWU mentor as
well. -"That's a real good swim.
He's not far away from placing
very well at national~.

Freshman John Lindquist was
the only double winner for CWU as
he picked up easy victories in the
400 and 800 meter freestyle events.
Lindquist's 400 time w~ a 4:20.55,
while he was clocked at 9: 10. 77 in
the 800.
Both the 400 medley and 400

freestyle relay teams nabbed wins
for the Wildcats. The medley team
of Tom Dunning, Kirk Fletcher,
Wil Deloney and Walker qualified
for nationals with their 4: 12.0. The
freestyle team of Leak, Walker~
Dunning and Paul Craig sw~m a
3:39.65, also a national qualifier.
The only other winners for the

Central belonged to Rob Gibb and
Terry Lathan in the one-meter diving, as they each ·netted 160.65
points.

"Idaho was very surprised,'.'
Gregson said. "We're a muchimproved team from last year and
a lot of other coaches haven't really taken a look at us yet. Idaho beat
us by 22 a year ago and they pro1

Although not winning an event,
Paul Craig aided the Wildcat cause
as he took second in both the 100
and 200 freestyle events. -

bably thought -they had it in
bag."

th~

R-obischon remains undefeated
Central' s Celeste Robi_schon still holds a perfect 50 freestyle record after
beating defending ·national champion Nancy Bechtoldt in a meet with the
University of Idaho last week. Robischon nipped the three-time national
champ 28.0 to 28.1

.
'
Women's performance 'encouraging
.

'

Central's women's swim team
spiit a dual meet with Montana and
Idaho universities last Friday in
the Kittitas Valley Memorial Pool,
a performance that coach Bob
Gregson is singing praises about.

are an even stronger · team this
season.
"We had them scared," Gregson
admitted. ''Idaho started their
girls out in weak races, and after
the first two events they completely changed their lineup. We gave
them a good run for it."

The Wildcats defeated Montanta
78-57 and lost to Idaho 79-56. A year
ago, Idaho placed fifth in the AIAW
Celeste Robischon led the
Divison II race and the Vandalls Wildcats as she continued her two-

year undefeated string in the 50
freestyle by nipping Idaho's Nancy
Bechtoldt 28.0 to 28.1. Bechtoldt
was last year's Division II national
champion in .the 50, 100 and 200
freestyles. Robischon's time was
.an easy national qualifier.
Freshman Karolyn Cook won the
50 meter butterfly and nabbed second in both the 200 free and 100
fly.

.

Mary Alice Lehning, also a
freshman, won the 50 backstroke
and took second in the 100 back,
aiding in the Wildcat cause.
Other highlights for Central included Jennifer Minnich, who won
the one-meter diving and Lisa
Olander who was victorious in the
three-meter.

Tennis beginnin~

Trade one towih summer
for two great years.
,

The Army ROTC Basic Camp. It's tougl1
because you'll be making up for the entire first two
years of the Army ROTC Four-Year Program. Two
years in only six weeks.
'
During this time, while we're toughening
u~ y\.mr bod~ a little, we'll be even tougher on your
mmd. By asking you to comple~e a concentrated
course of study coverii1g all the topics you missed.
But when you return to college in the fall,
you can look forward to two pretty great years.

Ytn~'II be earning an extra SIOO a month. up to ten
months a year. And you'll also be earning an
officer\ commission while .vou'rc earni1w
vour
:-, 0 ·c dc<>Tee.
colle M
·
M
,
_ If vou're transfenirn!.- from 1· unio1· colleo'{M .,
or _for some other reason vou couldn't take the first
two years of ROTC, look-into the 1\rnw ROTC Two-Year Program.
Armv ROTC. The more vou look at it.
the better it 10<->ks.
·
.
,.,
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For more information call Major Jim -Caesar 956 963-3518
or stop

by Peterson Hall roomlOl

Central's men's tennis team has
began working out at the
Ellensburg Racquet Club, and
coach Everett Irish reports more
people have turned out than they
did a year ago.
Even with its dismal record last ·
year, the team is hoping to bounce
back in 1982. Those returning include three returning seniors,
Mark Harrington, Ron Vanhorn
and Barclay Owens.
Owens, Central's number one
player from last year's squad, is
student teaching in Yakima and
will not be able to participate in
winter turnouts. He will return to
the squad in the spring, however.
Also returning are :Mark
Botenkamp, Dan Funk and Leroy
Cruse.
Irish says this year's team has.
the potential to become a winning
one. Early indications show the
success will depend on a team effort, he says, as there is no one individual who stands above the rest.
Turnout and matches will increase as the quarter goes on,
while they will get into full swing
following spring break.

Tube fun
CENTRAL
WASHINGTON
UNIVERSITX

-!: .

,'{:~}

~

, \~

~'-.w .:-A~j 'ROTC

Join Central's Outdoor Programs on the "tubes". Saturday,
J!ln. 30 for a journey to Joe Watt
Canyon. The snow-bound group
will lea.ve Hertz Parking lot on
campus at 10:30 a.m. and return around 3: 30 p.m, IIinertubes.,
·transportation and , hot chocolate
will be provided. "'.
·· '
Tho~e participating should bring
a ~urich or snacks and extra wann
:,hin.· . ;n1e c-:st of the event is$3.
; H(· ·-n iHrormatiun conta~t
- iLyR.foi lMtinn at 963-:3512.
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Women come close, but
drop I Ith straight gam·e
By G. SCOTT SPRUILL
Of the Campus Crier

Last week, Central's women's
basketball team came close but the
final result yielded an extension of
their losing streak - which now
stands at 11 games.
On Tuesday, Jan. 19, Seattle
Pacific came to town and played
Central to a 69-59 victory. The
score was the closest of the season
for the Wildcats and matched their
·season-high point production of 59.
A tight first half found the score
at 37-31 before the Falcons opened
up a 12-point lead early in the second half. Central made several
runs at the Falcons but couldn't get
closer than five.
The final result was again supported by Central's persistently
icy shooting, 34 percent. Karen
Luckman led two ·other Wildcats

into double figures with 14 points.
Regina Kinzel and Lorna Beaver
scored 13 and 10 respectively. Central led the stats in rebounds, free
throw percentage and committed
fewer fouls, by far their best effort
of the season.
The following Friday (Jan. 22),
Central was welcomed into Bellingham for a Western Washington
basketball clinic.
The Vikings topped the 'Cats
80-42 running their record to 8-3
and extended their home court victory streak to 26.
Western's starting five all scored
over 10 points led by Cindy
Pancerzewski's 15. Lorna Beaver,
Regina Kinzel and Mary Coile each
netted 10 for the Wildcats.
Saturday's home game with St.
Martin's was a victim of the
weather ·and will be rescheduled
along with a Jan. 16 cancellation of
Gonzaga.

CBC tops JV's 78-75
By G. SCOTT SPRUILL
Of the Campus Crier

In a JV basketball game last
Thursday the Columbia Basin
Hawks proved one thing. They take
defeat personally. Losing to Central 97-90 back in December on
their home court, the Hawks
returned the favor by slipping past
the Wildcats 78-75 at Nicholson
Pavilion.
Through the first 10 minutes the
teams stayed even, trading
buckets despite Central's frosty
shooting (33 percent in the first
half). The Wildcats were within
two, though only taking the lead
once, Wltil mid-way through the
half.
With the score in Columbia's
favor, 21-20,. the Hawks raced to
the halftime buzzer with a 23-10
scoring blitz, taking a 14 point lead
(44-30) into the locker room.
In the initial scoring of the second half, Columbia stretched
their lead to 16.
Then a metamorphic change
turned the Wildcats into just plain
wild. Ignited by Mike Shain's
swishing outside accuracy and
Scott Bardwell's inside muscle,
Central hacked the Hawk's lead in-

to smaller and smaller bits.
Central pulled to within three
seven times before closing to just
one (74-73) with 1:57 to play.
Untimely fouls and fine Columbia play in the final minute allowed
the final victory for the Hawks.
Columbia evens its record at 8-8
and the Wildcats drop to 9-4.
Bardwell and Shain, Central's
flashy freshmen, both scored
above their season averages with
21 and 19 points respectively. Columbia's Danny Pike topped the
game's scoring with 28. Keith
Bragg netted 13 and Art Haskins,
10.
A key stat came in the foul
department. Central committed
22, five more than Columbia,
allowing the Hawks 16 points from
the line, seven more than Central' s
nine.
First-year Coach Dennis Bowers
sighed a disappointed comment,
"Our- defense lagged in the first
half. I was really proud of the way
the kids came back at the end.''
The weather resulted in a
cancellation Saturday with Puget
SoWld in Tacoma. Central's next
action will be against Eastern
Washington Friday at Nicholson
Pavilion.
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have been in past years, and this is now wrestling at that weight
year's Big Bend team was made up after coming up from 126.
Of the Campus Crier
The number two 142-pounder,
of a lot of freshmen.
"The Eastern win was a great Charlie Hicks, is out with a rib inThere are still four weeks Wltil victory for our guys though, jury and last year's NAIA runthe district tournament but the because we haven't beaten them in nerup C.D. Hoiness, is .still suffering from a knee injury acquired
Wildcat wrestlers can already a few years," ~eardsley said.
boast their best record in four
Standouts in the teams two vic- last fall in football. Beardsley said
seasons.
tories were: 118 lb. Bill Hoglund, at this point, because he has only
Now a 8-4, they are on a seven- 126 lb. Kelly Willard and 159 lb. wrestled once, Hoiness will promatch winning streak that equals Richard Esparza, who looked bably be redshirted.
their single season winning streak great at Big Bend, Beardsley said.
Next week ·the Wildcats take
of consecutive dual wins in 1966.
The Wildcats are still having their win streak on the road as they
The longest streak was 10, when trouble at 142, with their top two face Pacific Lutheran Feb. 2 and
they won their last five matches in men out with injuries. Cliff Foster North Idaho Feb. 5.
1963 and their first five in 1964.
~1....,..-~-------.------~
"The past few years we haven't :
CWU Opera Workshop Presents:
been as good on dual matches as
we have been this year," Coach .
Eric Beardsley said. "It's probably because we are so strong in .
An Opera in four acts
the lighter weights."
Tickets
Central added two more wins to
FEBRUARY 2, 4, & 6 Available at
their win k>ss column last week,
HERTZ RECIT Al HALL door or cell
when they beat Eastern 27-12 on
Based on the play by
8
963 1691 9
5
Wednesday and Big Bend 32-9
Aurther Miller . Music by
: p .m • $2.-50 Stud:~:· ~tu:~:~
Thursday.
Beardsley sand NCAA Division
Robert Ward Libretto by Bernard Stambler $3. 50 General
II Eastern wasn't as strong as they
By TERRY CASS
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'·Antigone'
Plcly was good, but

feW ventured out
By DENISE HUBER

Grenia was convincing in her role as the dedicated
sister who thought Polyneices ought to have a proper
burial.
Envision a Grecian building front, marble steps and
Ismene is the cowardly sister and does not wish to ina round dias that has an altar at the center and you
cur Creon's disfavor by helping Antigone bury their
have the life-like set of "Antigone," the play currently
brother. Harris had a slight' problem With enunciation··
being produced by the·drama department. The Greek
and was therefore difficult to understand at times. This
tragedy is directed by drama p'rofessor Milo Smith.
led to problems in her role. Was she actually afraid or
just shy?
On opening night, Jan. 22, nobody could brag about a
full house. Only a meager crowd of about 70 came to
A crucial part of the play is the chorus, made up of
watch the play. But the sparse attendance was not infour men and four women who are seated around the
dicative of the performance.
altar on the center dias.
The play caught tbe attention of each person in the
At times in the drama, they stand and raise points
audience an held it until the tragic end.
that we, the. audience, might ask. They consistently
Actually, the weather was probably more responsivoice these statements in perfect unison and are quite
ble for the inadequate size of the audience. Only the
in tune with each other throughQut the play.
most courageous dared to venture out into the h-0wling .
King Creon, played by Kenneth Kron of Tacoma, is
,
snowstorm that night.
an imposing figure and Kron's voice was adequately
"Antigone" is in McConnell's Tower Theatre, the
strong thr9ughout the tragedy.
perfect arena for this production because the audience
With his first entrance, which includes a long but
is seated on all sides of the stage except the back. Thus,
well-done speech, Creon matches other ancient rulers
each person feels close to the action and probably even
for their unjustness and jealousy of others' power.
a part of it.
Creon sentences Antigone to a dreadful fate for her
On the back of the program, members of the audisobedience, and Creon's son and wife become fatally
involved in the plot.
dience are told they are citizens of the ancient Greek
city of Thebes for just one night. The exceptional set
Haemon, Creon's son, is played by Doug Strasbaugh
design makes this a reality.
of Ellensburg. Karen Garrett of Edmonds portrays
Euridice, Creon's wife.
Events of the drama, written by Sophocles, unfold in
approximately 450 B.C.
A prophet now enters the action and tries to keep
The play open~ after a battle that pits brother
Creon from carrying out his threat against Antigone.
against brother. Eteocles, king of Thebes,- and his
Teiresias, played by Kevin Merc~r of Sbelton, tells
· brother Polyneices kill each other in a fight for the
him, "Wisdom outweighs any wealth."
throne.
Mercer's makeup, posture and voice all contributed
After Eteocles' death, Creon, the new Theban king;
to the portrait of a shrunken old man. Teiresias' walkhands down an unacceptable edict - Eteocles will be
ing stick is a perfect prop for the shriveled image. .
buried as a hero, but Polyneices will not be buried at
Two other characters add substance to "Antigone."
all, a. puni~hment the Greeks looked upon with parThe sentry, played by Brian Bowes ·of Tacoma, supticular dismay.
plies the only bits of humor in the production. Kerry
The audience, or rather, the citizens of Thebes, are
Kenning of Hoodsport has the messenger down to a tee.
greeted first by Antigone, played by Barbara Grenia of
His speeches are well-timed and nicely delivered. ·
Vancouver, and Ismene, portrayed by Leah Harris of
"Antigone" will continue to run Thursday, Friday
Puyallup
·
and Saturday in the Tower Theatre.
Of the Campus Crier

Acting's not
for her?

,,

l'

-

... , ·m sure

.. BARBARA GRENIA·.

Courage' the same day I
registered for classes my
freshman year," she said, matterof-factly.
Grenia won the role of Mother
Courage's mute daughter Kattrin,
in Brecht's story about the human
tragedy of war.
"The role was difficult, because
I had just come out of a production
in high school where I had lots of
lines, to be faced with one where I
could only express physically
what my character was feeling,"
she said.
After "Mother Courage,''
Grenia took on the role of Agnes in
. the "Shadow Box,n a Pulitzer
Prize-winning play about people
and their mortality.
In "Shadow Box" she again
played the daughter.
"I thought 'This is it. I'm going
to be typecast . as the gooddaughter type for the rest of my
life'," Grenia said with a smile.
But in last quarter's drama
department musical, ~'Cabaret,"
she drastically switched
character to become Fraulein
Kost, the business-minded hooker
in pre-Nazi Germany.
Now Grenia is cast as Antigone,
the heroine 1n Sophocles' story of ·
legendary cl;u~racters caught up in
their own beijefs and con~cience, ~.: ' ·afodds-witli filvine law. • •
.
Gre_n_ia S:\?es An.t Jgone , as
; ... "str99~-:~wajed~ b~t ~ .good little
" princess~
'
"_. · ..

As an 18-year-old university
sophomore, Barbara Grenia is a
veteran actress, but she isn't sure
if acting .is the career for her.
Currently appearing in the title
role in CWU's production of "An-:
tigone," Grenia refers to herself
as "just a baby" and to acting as
"sometimes frightening."
Grenia skipped the seventh
grade and tests revealed she could
have skipped the eighth, too, if she
had wanted - hence her young
age.
And because she is so young,
she sometimes finds it hard to
deal with being dedicated to one
field.
"There are so many other
things to do," she almost groans,
her expressive eyes reflecting her
confusion.
The daughter of Dale and Donna
Grenia, she has been involved
with dramatics since her
sophomore year at Evergreen
High School in Vancouver.
Initially, she appeared in small
roles in school musicals, like "The
Sound
of · Music''
cind
"Oklahoma." .But then her interest and talent expanded, and in
her final year in high school she
took on roles on ''Our Hearts Were .
Young," "Oliver" and the :··
dramatic-version of "The Crucible.'~

""'"

t
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•
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·

;.: ')Uter" graduating in 1980, she

·I'll 1·,,,, · · · "· · ·· 'f' - ... f. • · · 1· -,, --moved on to Central ..and to her
a ways -Oct, even 1 not ·pro ess1ona 1y'. ~·"next'pfay'....,''rfiriefc>Ut'for 'Moilier

Creon (Kenneth Kron) mourns over the body
· of Hameon (Doug Strausbaugh) in Central's pro~ duction of "Antigone."

"She's loving to her family and
loyal - a true princess - until
Creon breaks her moral code,"
elaborated Grenia, who said she
feels the story is really about
Creon's reaction to Antigone
· rather than about Antigone
herself.
Enthusiastic about her role and
the production, Grenia said:
"Most people hear the word
'Greek' and the think the play will
be boring and hard to understand,
but they'd be surprised."
Still, Grenia is beginning to feel
the toll of her. dedication to the
theatre ·- four productions and
several other auditions in two
years - and she feels she's at a
crossroads in her life.
Currently a drama major, she is
reconsidering her choice because
she said she doesn't want to·
become someone with "tunnel vision. I really love sports, especially soccer, but I don't have the time
anymore."
,..
And then there's the competition (The are some really good
people out there, people just as
talented or more.") and the rejection (It's tough, sometimes too
tough.").
But whatever Grenia decides to
do in her .uncertain future, she
said: "I'I!l . s~re,.., q1 alw.a_y,s act,
even if not profess'fonally: 1I love
hearing the ap~lause and .
laughter.
~ . .. ·
'~It's· a · stupendous

rush.;!.""'· _
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The reel view
By TAMI THEDENS ;
01
--------

'French Lieutenant's Woman' best of 1981

'h·C•mpo>Cd"

"The French Lieutenant's Woman" is touted as
the best picture of 1981 and I have to agree. My hat is
off to John Fowles for writing such ' an imaginative
book and to Harold Pinter for rewriting it for the
screen. The film not only explores a woman's life, it
also gives us a look at movie-making.
There are actually two stories involved here - one
set in the Victorian era, the other modern-day. The
two parallel each other but each has enough
substance to carry the film independent of the other.
To read a review of the film without first seeing it
may be confusing. The story of the l<,rench Lieutenant's woman holds more interest than the the story
of Anna and Mike, the actors making the film.
The film is an allegory and to focus on each plot
separately would take forever. For this reaso, the
older story line of the film-in-the-making will be
dealt with.
,
Meryl Streep plays Anna who in turn portryas
Sarah Woodruff, an outcast in society because of her
improper liason with a wounded French soldier.
She thinks · herself a tramp and throughout the
movie, Streep seems to be punishing herself over
and over again. But is it for real or only to evoke
sympathy from Charles Smithson lplayed by
Jeremy Irons)?
This is never answered and the character of Sarai 1
remains a mystery to the end.
Irons is convincing as a sc1ent1st all set to marry a
little rich girl only to become smitten with the redheaded stranger Miss Woodruff. The two story lines
dwell on the growing relationship between Streep

'The
Crucible'

and Irons.
In both, Streep is evasive and cool - she definitely
has the upper hand. As the filming of the Victorian
film they are working on goes on, these two are spending their spare time in bed together.
It makes one wonder how often this actually happens. If the divorce rate in Hollywood is any indication, this movie is true to the rumors.
.
Although this love affair is presented in a touching
and sentimental way, both of the actors are already
attached, and that takes away from the glow of their
scenes together.
.
Streep's lover David and Irons' wife Sonja are two
innocent people getting hurt. It's not pleasant to
watch them being made fools of due to some behindthe-set hanky panky.
"The French Lietenant's Woman" is intriguing
and is holds your interest. It has many twist and
turns that make the outcome totally unpredictable.
That's why it has become such a popular film.
Audiences are tired of formula love stories and
this isn't formula. This time, girl meets boy, girl
leads boy on, girl dumps boy, and the endings of the
two stories are drasticallly different.
The film's message could be taken a a feminist
statement, but I don't think that's what the director
had in mind. Just an in-depth look at a woman's feelings and lifestyle. Her independence and courage
shine above her depressing station in life.
Streep and Irons aren't the only two who deliver
superb performances. 'l'he rest of the cast is excellent also. Smithson's servant Sam is played by

Neighbor turns against
neighbor in Central's operatic
version of "The Crucible," a tale
of the Salem witch trials in 1692.
The opera, with the unique
feature of a prerecorded, taped
orchestration, will unfold Feb. 2, 4
and 6 at 8 p.m. in Hertz
Auditorium.
According to music professor
and "Crucible" producer Sid

Nesselroad, the entire operatic orchestration is on tape, and the performers will be singing to that accompaniment.
"I will mostly coordinate the
singers to the tape," he said, admitting, with a grin, that his role
is more prompter than conductor.
The orchestral tape was produced at the University of Illinois
more than 10 years ago,

Hilton McRae. This guy is a dead ringer for Mick
Jagger, but if you can look past that, he shows promise as an actor.
Lynsey Baxter plays Ernestina, Irons' jilted
fiancee. Her prissy character contrasts Streep's
fierce independence so sharrply · that Irons'
weakness for the "bad girl" is totally plausible.
Miss Woodruff's coyness gets old after a while.
That's the only bad thing in "The French
Lieutenant's Woman." In one seen, she's recounting
her love affair with the Frenchman to Irons and is
unpinning her hair, trying to be seductive.
Of course he falls for her games later in the film,
but an audience cari take only so much of the "poor
pitiful me" garbage.
After all, her character is only so beautiful and only so charming. Driving it into the ground is annoying.
The movie seems to be asking the ag.e-old question: How far will people go for love? It deals with
obsession. One man's obsession with a woman who is
obsessed with herself. Streep plays games with love,
but she doesn't lose, which may disappoint those who
find her cruel and heartless.
The endurance of love is examined here and the
theory that there is a special someone waiting for
everyone. Does loving someone come before
everything in alife? To the character in the film it
does.
· The appeal of a love story is timeless and "The
French Lieutenant's Woman" is a timeless work of
art.

Nesselroad explained, when the
Illinois Opera Theatre performed
the work.
But in order for Nesselroad to
produce the opera, he had to obtain legal clearance.
"Most of the operas I've done in
the past have been within the
public domain," confided
Nesselroad, who has headed the
CWU productions of ''La

Traviata" and "The Marriage of
Figaro."
"The Crucible,"with music by
Robert Ward and libretto by Bernard Stamble, is a four-act opera
based on Arthur Miller's play.
Twenty-three music students
and one faculty member,
mathematics professor Bill Eberly, make up the cast, in which four
See 'Crucible', page 13

PARADISE
FUNK
ROCK & ROLL

Try Our People Pleasin ~pecials !
Monday Blues? Brighten the beginning of the wee~
with a delicious daquari for 1.50
Tequila Tuesday.

Thursday, January 28:
3, 7, & 9:30 p.m.
SUB Theater
Admission: $2

Our tasty tequila cocktails will

tantalize you for a mere $1.25
You won't be running "short" on Wednesday.
Welf drinks for $1.25 if you come dressed in shorts! I
Ladies night is thursday night. Well drinks are
$1.25 if you're of the female gender.

NEXT WEEK

.RICHARD PRYOR
LIVE IN CONCERT

//
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.From KcAT FM 91

From page 12

By JIM RILEY
KCAT Station Manager

The Rolling Stones tour is over
but incidents surrounding it continue to make news. This time a
Connecticut TV station, WVIT, is
suing a security guard and a Los
Angeles company, Mahoney and
Wasserman Associates, charging
the guard roughed up a
cameraman at a Rolling Stones
cncert in Hartford last November.

It's alleged that guard Steve
Rigney pushed cameraman
Lionel Jardine and wouldn't let
him leave the Hartford Civic
Center with vidoetape of the concert.
Jardine wasn't seriously hurt
but the suit claims he suffered " ..
. great mental stress, anguish and
embarrassment, damage to his
reputation as a cameraman, and
damage to his nerves and nervous
system."

KCAT is pleased to announce
the second in its series of Wednesday night concerts at the Ranch
Tavern. This time the Heats will
be burning down the walls with
their blistering and highly popular
rock and roll show.
The date is Feb. 3 and tickets
are $4. There are no advance
ticket sales so get there early. The
doors open at 8 p.m. Our last
Wednesday noght concert, Johnny
and the Distractions, was even
better than expected.

Top Ten
Hear the KCAT Top Ten played
in order tonight at 8 p.m. on the
Tom Lund Show. FM 91 on the
cable.

Drama festival slated for CWU
Starting next Wednesday, Feb.
3, CWU's drama department will
host the Northwest Drama Conference and the American College
Theatre Festival.
The four plays chosen to be
representative of the best of college and university theatre will be
performed in the newly.redecorated
McConnell
Auditorium. Curtain time for each
performance will be 8 p.m.
"Enemies," an original play by
a Portland State University student, will be produced by that
school's drama department on
Wednesday, Feb.3.
On Thursday, Feb. 4, the awardwinning play ''The Elephant
Man" will be produced here by
Gonzaga University. It was also
made into a popular movie
(which, incidentally, plays one
week later as part of the ASC
series).

The play is based on the actual
case of the English freak named
John Merrick, a man so horribly
deformed by an enormous head
and "protuberances" that people
fainted or sickened at the sight of
him.

He was given shelter in ·a
hospital room and became the
darling of London society.
On Friday, Feb.5, Seattle
University will produce "Feasting
With Panthers" by Adrian Hall
and Richard Cummings.
"Feasting With Panthers" takes
place in Oscar Wilde's prison cell.
Flashbacks and flashf orwards
dramatize the major events that
led to his brilliant writings.
The final festival production is
"Bent," brought to Central by the
University of Oregon. "Bent" is
about the least-known of the victims of Nazi Germany homosexuals.
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Repairs on Foreign
& Domestic Cars
Complete Body
and Mechanical

repairs

24 HOUR
.TOWING
205 N. Main
925-4151

FREE RENT UNTIL FEB. l
Walnut

North

Apatments

SWEETHEART DANCE

two ($220) bedroom apartments. l 5
Discount for early payment.
925-2725

~

•
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DANCE TO THE SOUNDS OF

'THE MOOD'

Semiformal - Formal
TICKETS
Can Be Purchased AtThe Door
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Proceeds Go To ·
. CENTRAL'S CHIMPANZEES

Sponsored by: RHC
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D&M
MOTORS
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Date: Feb. 6
~ Time: 9:00 - 1 :00
~ Place: SUB Ballroom .
Price: $4 couple $2 single
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The play takes place at Dachau,
one of the most notorious of the
concentration camps, where it
was easier and safer to wear the
yellow star of a Jew instead of the
pink triangle of a homosexual.
"Bent" has been universally
praised as the serious hit of 1979.
During the daytime of that
week, approximately 300 performers, professors and students
of theatre will participate in
workshops, seminars, conferences, meetings, classes,
demonstrations and "social
hours" covering every aspect of
theatre from unarmed combat
and theatre for the handicapped to
scene design and costume rendering.
Registration is open to anyone
interested in theatre. For more information, call the drama department at 963-1766 .

l. FREEZE FRAME, J. Geils Band
2. 86 7-5309 /JENNY, Tommy Tutone
3. HARDEN MY HEART, Quarterflash
4. BLOODY REUNION, Molly Hatchet
5. SHE'S GOT A WAY, Billy Joel
6. TOM SAWYER, Rush
7. SHAKE IT UP, The Cars
8. YOUNG TURKS, Rod Stewart
9. AROUND THE DIAL, Kinks
l 0. R.O.C.K., Garland Jeffreys

roles are double-cast.·
The story begins with a young
girl lying unconcious in her bed
after dancing in the woods the
night before.
Because of her strange illness,
the whisper of witches and devil's
work sweeps through Salem, aided by an attention-seeking young
woman called Abigail Williams,
played by Lisa Sutphen of
Ellensburg and Monica MacDonald of Seattle.
Abigail leads the way in an
ever-growing witch hunt, with
everyone in the town coming
under scrutiny, including the wife
of Abigail's former lover John
Proctor, played by Dan McNeeley
of Seattle.
Proctor tries to defend his wife
Elizabeth (Phillis Petty of
Richland and Shelley Byrd of
Ellensburg share the role) but
ends up endangering his own life.
Tickets for "The Crucible,"
$3.50 for general admission and
$2.50 for students, are available at
the door and can be reserved by
contacting the ASC office at
963-1691.

If you and your sweetie are meal ticket holders you can enjoy a wonderful
prime rib dinner with flowers, tableclothes, and the romantic atmosphere of
the Sue Lombard Room, for only $3.50 ($1. 75 each). Guest meal passes are
$2. 75 each and for non-meal ticket holders the regular cash price for tickets
is only $5.75 apiece. That's a pretty inexpensive evening out any way that
you look at it. The Sweetheart Valentine's Dinner will be unforgettable, but
to insure your reserved seat near the fireplace you had better go to the Food
Services Office at Holmes Dining Hall and get a couple of tickets. Because of
the limited number of seats available and the extensive planning involved,
reservations for this romantic candlelight dinner cannot be accepted after
February 2nd .

rt Valentfne'S
'Dinner
Presented by CWU Food Services

•

Dinner will be served February 6, 1982 at 6 p.m .
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3-out-of-5 finally arrive
Friday night, Jan. 22, the
members of Central's Board of
Trustees found themselves in . . .
The Twilight Zone.
Newest member Robert Case II,
a resident of Ellensburg, made it to
the meeting on time. He was the
only one.
James Hogan, a Yakima attorney, was in a non-injury accident on Interstate 82 on his way to
the·meeting.
Tom Galbraith of Tacoma had a
previous engagement and could
not attend.
Linda Clifton was stuck in Seattle, unable to negotiate the passes
until she employed the services of
a bus.

And Chairman Sterling Munro
was "someplace in Washington
State," according to Case, who added, "We think he may be in Seattle on his way over."
· On his way over he was, plowing
through the outer limits of the
snow-filled passes and arriving at
the crowded board room at 8:47 ·
p.m., more than one hour after
Clifton breezed in.
Shortly after Munro's arrival,
the three out of five board
members went into a short executive session while the nearly 100
people who had gathered to watch
the meeting moved to the more
spacious Grupe Center. The
meeting reconvened at 9:30 p.m.

Under the university by-laws
three of the five board members
must be present in order to take
any action concerning the school.
In addition to deciding the fate of
Hebeler School and the Speech
Pathology program, the Board:

1

.former Cowboy's
linebacker·outlines
his secret to successare no such things as atheists,
because no one person has all the
knowledge. "If you haven't searched, there could be a God," Hutcherson said. "When you say there
could be a God, then you're not an
atheist; you're an agnostic ... How
many have all the knowledge?"
Hutcherson stressed the importance of standing up to Christian
beliefs by asking the crowd, "How
many here think I'm ashamed of
the gospel? How many here think
less of me because I stand for what
I believe in? . . . Are you afraid
people will think you're weird if
you believe in God? That's ignorance and just plain fear."£
Many attending the lecture
valued what Hutcherson said. "I
think he spoke the truth that a
Christian life isn't a bunch of do's
and don'ts, but a personal relationship with Christ," one person said.
Other comments included '' Pretty .excelle_n t," "Good speaker,"
"Made me think," and "I like it a
lot ..:... he related with the people."
Hutcherson was a five-year
veteran . of the 'National Football
League before he became the high
school coordinator at Westminster.
The reason he stopped playing
.professional football was to go into
Ministry full-time, Hutcherson
said. "I played football for five
years. I tr!ed to quit for four years . .
. . That's when God gave me the ,
freedom to quit."

By DIA WHITNEY
Of the Campus Crier

- Approved 11 reappointments
to the faculty, including two fullStarsky failed to arrive Tuesday,
time and nine part-time appoint- Jan. 19 in the SUB Yakima room,
ments.£
but "Hutch" appeared.
- Accepted the Chestnut/Poplar
Kenneth Hutcherson, former
street paving project as being ofdefensive linebacker for the Dallas
ficially complete.
Cowboys and the Seattle Seahawks
- Heard a report from Courtney and currently high school coorJones, vice-president for business dinator of Westminster Chapel in
and financial affairs, on the Bellevue, spoke to a crowd of apdisposition of the three railroad proximately 220 on ''The Game
bridges running through the cam- Plan of Success.''
pus. The board refrained from ac"There's only one thing that's
ting on the issue, tabling it until a . success," Hutcherson said. "Be
later date.
Christlike. That's the master plan
for success.
- Heard a report from Don Guy,
'-' ... Realize that you are the only
of students, on the financial
dean
tive. Mark Weldon, doctoral canone
keeping God from making you
didate in special education arid 'aid situation at the university. Ac- what he wants you to be."
cording
to
Guy,
$5.1
million
was
research specialist from the
One big problem Christians
Ellensburg School District will available in financial aid to ·Central
students
for
the
1981-82
year.
struggle
with, he said, is that "they
speak.
The
3,110
students
eligible
fo.
r
the
conceive
a small God ... ·one not
Tuesday Feb. 16-FoQd: Parenaid,
however,
required
$.6.
7
big
enough
to take care of . ; . protal attitudes and choi~e. Patsy
·
million.
blems
and
worries/' Hutcherson,
Witmer, M.S.,R.D. assistant pro·the· opposite:
however,
believes
fessor of food and nutrition frotn
- A decrease in the amount of "Christ knows your heart. That's
Central will speak.
financial aid for students is in the
·
Tuesday Feb. 23 - Stress in future, Guy said, adding that what"he's concerned about."
Besides
taking,
care.
of
problems,
children: Symptoms, causes · and already 43 Ce~tral students have
coping skills. Rae Springer-Lund, been lost this year because of lack Jesus is a great man who died for
M.A: Clinical Psychdlogy, ·of funds. A total of ·200 on-campus us, according to Hutcherson. "Can
associate clinical director from students were lost last year for the you call one a great man if he was
a lunatic or a liar? He's got to be
Central Wa. Comprehensive Men- same reason.
who he said he was ... You'·ve got
tal Health will speak.
·believe that he died for you."
to
The nex~ scheduled meeting of
The series is planned and proAccording to Hutcherson, there
duced by Hebeler s'chool parents. the Board is. Friday, Fe?. 5.
I

Hebeler to present series
of lectures on parenting
The Hebeler School will present
a series of lectures and discussions
on topics of interest to parents of
young children.
The presentations will take place
·Tuesday nights in February from
7-9 p:m. at Hebeler. Each session
wil begin with {! lecture , followed
by' 'questions, answers and small
group discussions·.
·
Tuesday Feb. 2 - Stresses of
. parenting: living with insecurity
will be discussed by John
Rengstorff, therapist for Family
· Services and Counseling Center,
Central Washington Comprehen·
sive Mental Health Services.
Tuesday Feb. 9 -Alternatives in
discipline: The parents perspec-

~
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Summer Comp Stoff: counselors, unit
directors, waterfront staff and cooks
for Camp Kill9quo, Everett Campfire
Comp. Interviews at the Plocernent
Center Fe!;>. 9.

Immediate opening for registered
X-ray technologist. Ultra Sound experience helpful' but not necessary,
Must be willing_ to toke. on call position .
Possible advancement to Chief Tech .
Outstanding fringe benefits . F'leo~ont
work ing conditions. Salary negotiable .
· For applications and information contact
the personnel office at Kittitas Volley
Community Hospital. (509) 962-9841 "

, .,,,,,,d~

JOBS IN ALASKA
$800-2000 monthly! All fields pork~ , fisher ies, oil industry and more.
1982 employer listings, i_nformotion
quide. $4.95. Alosco, P.O . Box 60152,
Sunnyvale, Calif. 94088.

·- Sunday Services ,

3101. ,,.,,

Adu It Study '
Groups

9:45 a.m.

HAPPINESS
IS •..

1. Ecclesiastes-

.'· ·

1an in-depth Bible ., Study

HAVING A GOOD . .
PLACE TO ·GO

.
.
2. Improving you.r
self-esteem
'
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Buy One Item At T,h~·Regular , ~~.i~e.
. ...
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Worship Se~~ice '·
· 11 'a .m,.·

Come to the

·sharfng and ·Caring

First Christian
Church, -6th
and Ruby.

Group

Nursery provided

cit ·all

34 tl-)ru ·46 :
. Church Office

6 p.m.

Services

925-264,
4
.
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APPLICATIONS FOR FINAN· . PLANNING AN INNERTUBE
CIAL AID for 1982-83 are av~ilable TRIP to Joe Watt Canyon Saturin the Financial Aid Office located day, Jan. 30. Departure is set for
in-Barge 209. Deadline for submis- 10:30 a.m from Hertz parking lot,
sion of forms is March 12, 1982.
with return scheduled for 3: 30 p.m.
Innertubes, transportation and hot
NATIONAL DIRECT STUDENT chocolate will be provided. Those
LOAN RECIPIENTS in their last participating may need t.o bring .a
quarter at Central must make an sack lunch and extra warm
appointment for an exit interview. clothing. Cost is $3. For more inforCall the Office of Student Accounts mation contact University Recrea3-3546 or go to the second floor of tion at 963-3512.
Mitchell Hall.
SUMMER CAMPING JOBS IN
OFF-CAMPUS STUDENTS THE PACIFIC NORTHWEST are
RECEIVING FINANCIAL AID available through the Lutheran
spring quarter must make ar- Outdoor Ministry As.sociation. For
rangements with the Financial Aid more information write to Pastor
Office by March 12, 1982 to provide Don Nielsen or Pastor Jane
verification of the off-campus pro- Ebaugh, LOMA, 34818 32ndAve. S., .
gram and off-campus address Auburn, Wa. 98002. _
where their checks are to be mailed.
SEVERAL ORGANIZATIONS
WILL BE INTERVIEWING FOR
STUDENTS
WHO
ARE SUMMER POSITIONS ON CAM-·
FRESHMEN THIS QUARTER PUS. Tuesday, Feb. 9 - Camp
must have a signed slip from an Easterseal, Tacoma Campfire,
advisor in order to be admitted to Catholic Youth Organization,
spring quarter regisration, even if Pilchuck Area Campfire and Camp
they will be sophomores spring
Sealth, Seattle Campfire.
quarter.
Thursday, Feb. 18 - YMCA
UNIVERSITY RECREATION Camp Orkila, ,Orkas Island, Wa.
OUTDOOR'S PROGRAM IS
Wedriesday, Feb. 24 - Crater

Lake Lodge, Crater Lake, Ore.
Thursday, Feb. 25 - Hidden
Valley Camp. Granite Falls, Wa.;
Oregon Caves, Ore.
Infromation and applications are
available in the Student Employment Office, Barge 205.
ELLENSBURG INTERNATIONAL FOLK DANCERS will
meet Tuesdays from 7-10 p.m. at
the First Baptist Church, 4th and
Sprague. For more infromation
call Lynn at 963-2861.
CWU'S AMERCIAN SOCIETY
FOR
PERSONNEL
ADMINISTRATION will meet Tuesday, Feb. 2 at 7 p.m. in SUB 204-.
Ron Miles, director of administrative services for grant
County PUD will speak about industrial relation as a profession.
COLLEGE
. CENTRAL
REPUBLICANS will meet Thursday nights at 7 p.m. in SUB 204. All
interseted parties are invited to attend.
CENTRAL GAY ALLIANCE
MEETS TUESDAYS at 7 p.m. in
SUB 105. Rap group, speakers
bureau, housing and counseling

Central Washington University

referral service as well as educational information will be
presented.
CENTER - FOR WOMEN'S
STUDIES IS OFFERING A RAP
SESSION to discuss self-image and

Thursday, January 28, 1982 -

improvement. beginning Thursday, Jan: 28 from noon to 1 p.m. in
Sam's PLace in the SUB cafeteria.
Four ·more sessions are scheduled
for the four following Thursdays at
noon in the same location.

Placement Center News
TEACHING/ JOB SEARCH WORKSHOP: The following Job
Search Workshop will be offered for winter quarter.
TEACHING
Jan. 28 - Interviewing, Black Hall 109, 3-4 p.m.
BUSINESS/INDUSTRY/GOVERNMENT '·
Feb. 2 - Self-assessment, Hidden Job Market, S-M Hall 105, 3-4 p.m.
Feb. 3 - Resume Writing, S-M Hall 105, 3-4 p.m. Feb. 4 - Interviewing, S-M Hall 105, 3-4 p.m.
Software installation and suppport .
.Feb. 4 ; .· Burroughs Corp.
· Majors: Bs Adm, Acct, Econ.
Bellevue and Seattle
Feb. 4 - Triad Systems Corp. Marketing reps - Bachelor's with
desire to sell computers
Richland
B.S. in Bs Adm. Buyers, mngrs.
Feb. l6 - Rockwell, Int.
and materials supply
El Segundo, Calif.
Feb. 19 - John Fluke Mfg. Co. B.A./B.S. Engl or Jrnl - Positions:
Coordinating publishing of co. doc·
Everett
Accounting majors
March 4 - Seattle First
Seattle
Management trainee positons;
March 4- J.C. Penney
Bs Adm, Acct, Econ
Se.lttle
Bachelor's degree - Foundry ·
March 12 - Atlas Foundry
background and niath prof
Tacoma

There's two ways of looking at it•••

When you buy· your. "admission" to the Eastern or Western vs. Central
game at The University Store for $6.95, we'll give you a "ticket" in the
form of an attractive, high quality commemorative booster T-shirt and
we will donate $2;00 to the Central Athletic Fund!
-

Wheri you buy a high quality, commemorative booster T-shirt for either
the Eastern .or Western vs. Central basketball game (or both) we'll
throw in free admiss~on to the ga']le represented on the shirt and
we'll also donate two bucks to the Central Athletic Fund.

------------Either way ~~ winl
'

~
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.

The Wildcats n
_ r su
-t-fcrrlfleSe two critical games.
So, come on in _and get a booster T-shirt today!

-
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Hunger
Comedian-turned
activist speaks on
world food c-risis
By MELISSA YOUNG
Of the Campus Crier

Photo by Tim Patrick

. DICK GREGORY

"I do not believe that we have gone beyond the point of no
return.''

The
Original

Educate the people.
Though that's not the entire solution to the world hwiger crisis, it
should be the main thrust, according to Dick Gregory, a formercomedian-turned-hwnan rights activist who spoke in the SUB theatre
Tuesday night.
But, he admitted, that will take a
lot of hard work.
Gregory's presentation was the
culmination of a two-day symposium on world hunger, cosponsored by the ASC and the
Campus Hunger Network.
Karen DePalm, coordinator of
the program, said she felt
Gregory's speech was "really successful," though she declined to
give any financial details.
At a 2: 30 p.m. press conference
in the SUB Pit Tuesday, Gregory
said, "You can't afford to eat for
taste anymore."
We must learn to eat more raw
food and less additives, he said,
and quit encouraging malnutrition.
"I'm one of those who never
believed in food stamps. What I
recommend is nutrition stamps.
He blamed the world's super-

' powers for most of the world-wide
. crisis. Calling it he "politics of
hwiger," he explained, "Without
the superpowers, world hunger
would be down to the bare
minimum of those cowitries with
famine."
In an exclusive interview with
the Crier, he elaborated further.
"Before every famine, there's an
overabundance of food, so it
shouldn't be a surprise to anyone,"
he said.
"We could prepare for it with a
food bank. When a country has a
good year, it could put some food
in, when it has a bad_year, take
some out.
"But that's not the way it
works," he added. "It's all
political.
"Ninety percent of the hwiger
around the world is a result of
hostile action between the super.powers."
In both the press conference and
the speech, Gregory pointed out
that 28 people die of starvation
every minute somewhere in the
world.
"And that's a result of some war
which is basically between the U.S,
standpoint and the Russian standpoint," he said in the interview.
1

"We can eliminate certain types
of hunger - we're never going to
eliminate political hwiger.''
In his speech, Gregory got off the
subject of world hwiger and touched op nearly everything from
nuclear war to the situations in
Afghanistan and Poland, from nonviolence to the Boldt decision on Indian fishing rights.
His past as a comedian came
through as he spoke for more than
two hours to a crowd of nearly 400
in the SUB theatre.
But when he got down to
business, he was as serious as
could be.
"Don't go around under the impression that these people are
hwigry because they want to be."
He emphasized that each individual has an important contribution to make.
"You can make that difference,"
he told the audience. "We can
come together and make this a
stron nation, a healthy nation.
"It starts right here in this campus, right here in this town, right
here in this state," he said.
"I do not believe that we have
gone beyond the point of no
return."

Barrett Ryan and KFFM Welcome:

Back
Together
Aga_in

AT CAPITO·L THE-ATRE

IN YAKIMA
·FEBRUARY 2, ·1982

7 p.m.

reserved seating
Ticket Prices $11, $10, $9
Tickets Available· at

RAIL

opening act

•

SUB Information Booth

•

Budget Tapes

•

Tape Town

